ON TAP

UP NEXT

NITRO Cape May IPA

NITRO Free Will Techno

Russian Pliny the Elder

Neshaminy Creek Citrus Shape of Haze to Come

IPA | NJ | 6.3% | 16oz | $6
Served on nitro, you'll notice a creamier and fuller mouthfeel, with the bitterness seemingly toned
down due to the lack of carbonation. Very much the same beer as the traditional IPA at heart,
but with a refreshing spin, this is a decidedly hoppy and slightly bitter American IPA.
DIPA | CA | 8% | 12oz | $9
A true leader in the hop-wars of the west coast, Pliny the Elder hits you over the head with hoppy
bitterness and manages to smooth the rough edges out enough to become an enjoyable brew.

IPA | PA | 7.3% | 16oz | $6.5
A well rounded and balanced IPA, complete with a full-spectrum hop profile and complementary
malt sweetness. Hopped with Centennial, Cascade, Simcoe and Citra.

NE DIPA | PA | 8.8% | 12oz | $6
The beer starts with a base of white wheat, flaked oats, and flaked wheat - a soft canvas for the
wizard to work his magic on. The grapefruit and orange flavors are bolstered by Simcoe,
Ekuanot, and Mosaic, adding a floral and piney touch.

Russian River Blind Pig

Russian River Blind Pig

DogFish Head 60 Minute

Workhorse NE IPA NE IPA | PA | 6.7% | 16oz | $6.5

IPA | CA | 6.25% | 16oz | $9
A Full bodied, very hoppy, with citrus, pine, fruity notes, and a nice dry, bitter finish! Only brewed
a few times year-rouind.
IPA | DE | 6% | 16oz | $6
60 Minute IPA is continuously hopped -- more than 60 hop additions over a 60-minute boil.
Getting a vibe of where the name came from? 60 Minute is brewed with a slew of great
Northwest hops. A powerful but balanced East Coast IPA with a lot of citrusy hop character.

IPA | CA | 6.25% | 16oz | $9
A Full bodied, very hoppy, with citrus, pine, fruity notes, and a nice dry, bitter finish! Only brewed
a few times year-rouind.
A blend of wheat, oats, and Pilsner malt form the background for this hop-centric ale. These soft
undertones offer the perfect platform to launch a barrage of juicy American hops exploding with
tropical fruit and citrus aromas. This unfiltered beer showcases a resinous dry-hopping to help
keep the bitterness levels lower than traditional American IPAs, however, it still yields an
abundant level of hop character.

Workhorse Cranberry Cosmo Amer Wild Ale | PA | 4.2% | 12oz | $6.5

Ship Bottom Off Season Kettle Sour | NJ | 6.5% | 12oz | $6.5

A Fruited Sour flavored with Cranberries!

The Kettle Smoothie Sour is Jam Packed with Blackberries, Raspberries, and a Condition on
Vanilla Beans. The addition of Lactose Sugar adds a creamy- dessert- like finish.

Victory Hop’Hazer NE IPA | PA | 6% | 16oz | $6 The HOP'HAZER emerges from

Sierra Nevada Pale Ale Pale Ale | CA | 5.6% | 16oz | $6

the winter realm with a brew loaded with innovative hops. Notes of pineapple, citrus, and
gooseberry enchant your senses and tame the winter blues.

A delightful interpretation of a classic style. It has a deep amber color and an exceptionally fullbodied, complex character. Generous quantities of premium Cascade hops give the Pale Ale its
fragrant bouquet and spicy flavor.

Bells Rind Over Matter

Penn Weizen

Eight and Sand Coffee Porter

2SP + Wawa Winter Reserve Mocha Latte

Wheat Beer | PA | 5% | 16oz | $6
With a dash of real lemon and orange zest, this wheat ale is bright and refreshing, joining
Oberon and Bright White as part of our rotational Wheat Series. It’s more than the sum of its
parts, it’s Rind Over Matter.
Porter | NJ | 5.5% | 16oz | $6
Their Brown Porter infused with locally-roasted Square One Coffee. Cocoa, toffee, and a touch
of caramel.

Wheat Beer | PA | 5.25% | 16oz | $6
A very refreshing and effervescent unfiltered ale with pronounced notes of banana and clove.
Weizen is lightly hopped and has abundant carbonation and a pleasant citric tartness. Especially
nice during the hot days of summer.
Coffee Stout | PA | 6.7% | 10oz | $6
Another Collaboration between 2SP and Wawa, this stout is rewed with cocoa nibs, a touch of
vanilla, and of course, lactose.

Mad Elf 2018 Belgian Strong Ale | PA | 11% | 16oz | $6.5

Meier’s Creek Lucid Fog NE IPA | NY | 6.5% | 16oz | $6.5

With its nuanced blend of sweet and tart cherries, Pennsylvania honey, chocolate malt and a hint
of mischief. The essence of this legendary holiday ale, along with its ruby red glow, is born from
five varieties of tree-ripened cherries. Local wildflower honey sweetens the celebration, and a
spicy Belgian yeast adds subtle notes of cinnamon, clove and allspice.

A super juicy double dry-hopped hazy IPA made with Citra, Galaxy, and El Dorado hops.

Allagash White Belgian-Style Wheat Ale | ME | 5% | 16oz | $6

Blue Moon Belgian-Style Wheat Ale | CO | 5.4% | 16oz | $6 Blue Moon Belgian White,

Brewed with a generous portion of wheat and spiced with coriander and Curacao orange peel.

Belgian-style wheat ale, is a refreshing, medium-bodied, unfiltered Belgian-style wheat ale
spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel for a uniquely complex taste and an uncommonly
smooth finish.

Humble Forager Coastal Sun Pineapple Mango Tangerine

Axe & Arrow Sour to the People

Amer Wild Ale | WI | 6% | 12oz | $5
This batch of Coastal Sunshine is packed to the brim with zesty tangerine and drippy mango. It
is a wonderful balance between creamy mango gelato and fresh squeezed citrus juice. Refresh
your body after swerving across the wake

Cranberry Apple Kettle Sour | NJ | 7.5% | 12oz | $6.5
The Kettle Smoothie Sour is Jam Packed with Cranberries and Apples.

Fegley’s Rude Elf Belgian Strong Ale | PA | 10.5% | 16oz | $6.5

Ship Bottom Abominable Snow Monster

The dry finish and rich body complements the balanced spice nuances of clove, cinnamon, and
nutmeg found in our Belgian Strong Dark Ale. Don't let this cheeky imp hoard all the goodies

Belgian Strong Ale | NJ | 10% | 12oz | $6.5
This brew is loaded with honey, sugar plums, figs and cherries and all the grain he could throw
into the kettle. Combining all of these ingredients with a spicy Belgium yeast developed a
complex ale that is perfect for the Holidays.

Axemann Auger Lager Lager

Yuengling Lager Lager

Dock Street Man Full of Trouble Porter | PA | 5.2% | 16oz | $6

Stone Xocoveza Imperial Milk Stout | CA | 8.1% | 10oz | $6

A nod to the only pre-revolutionary tavern still standing in the city, “Man Full of Trouble” was one
of Colonial Philadelphia’s first watering holes. Brewed with “old-world” in mind, black and
chocolate malts create its deep mahogany appearance and creamy espresso like flavor.

This insanely delicious take on Mexican hot chocolate is crafted with cocoa, coffee, pasilla
peppers, vanilla, cinnamon and nutmeg.

Conshohocken Ivin’s Famous Spiced Ale | PA | 5.4% | 16oz | $6

Vault Double of Hops & Clouds NE DIPA | PA | 8% | 16oz | $7

Ivins' Famous Spiced Ale is a collaboration brew with our friends at Acme; inspired by their
delicious Ivins’ Famous Spiced Wafers. Maris Otter along with chocolate and caramel malts
provide a smooth, malty backbone. The addition of Ivins' Spiced Wafers, lactose, molasses &
Ivins’ special spice blend make this crisp brown ale taste like a spiced cookie in a glass.

This DIPA is maxed out with Citra, Mosaic, and Simcoe. Double the juicy tropical fruits, double
the piney citrus, and double the haze.

New Belgium Fat Tire

Triple Crossing Precursor Pilsner | VA

Troegs Perpetual IPA IPA | PA | 7.5% | 16oz | $6

Troegs Perpetual IPA IPA | PA | 7.5% | 16oz | $6

This IPA utilizes Troeg's hopback and dry-hopping to engineer a bold Imperial Pale Ale. It
features Bravo, Chinook and Mt. Hood hops in the boil, Mt. Hood and Nugget hops in the
hopback and Citra, Cascade and Nugget hops in dry-hopping.

This IPA utilizes Troeg's hopback and dry-hopping to engineer a bold Imperial Pale Ale. It
features Bravo, Chinook and Mt. Hood hops in the boil, Mt. Hood and Nugget hops in the
hopback and Citra, Cascade and Nugget hops in dry-hopping.

Sir Charles Lost Cosmonaut Cranberry Cider | MA | 6.85 % | 16oz | $6

Downeast Pear Pear Cider | MA | 6.5 % | 16oz | $6

Semi-dry cider made with cranberries; tart and sweet.

DownEast took pears from a single farm in Yakima Valley and then did nothing to them. They
simply put them into their unfiltered cider. Nothing added, nothing taken away.

2SP Up & Out

2SP Up & Out

| PA | 5.2% | 16oz | $5.5
A smooth medium-bodied lager with a semi-sweet flavor that finishes with a slight roast.
Germanic-style hops and malts come together for a smooth, drinkable beer.

Amber Ale | CO | 5.2% | 16oz | $6
An easy-drinking Amber Ale born in Colorado from New Belgium Brewing introducing America's
first certified carbon neutral beer.

IPA | PA | 6% | 16oz | $6
Very juicy IPA. It's got a big aroma, moderately bitter, and is earthy with notes of stone fruit,
berry, & citrus. Brewed with Simcoe, Cascade and Mosaic hops.

| PA | 4.5% | 16oz | $5
Famous for its rich amber color and medium-bodied flavor with roasted caramel malt for a subtle
sweetness and a combination of cluster and cascade hops, this true original delivers a wellbalanced taste with very distinct character. Born from a historic recipe that was resurrected in
1987, Yuengling Traditional Lager is a true classic.

| 5.5% | 16oz | $5.5
Pouring a slightly hazy straw color culminating into a thick fluffy head courtesy of a healthy dry
hop charge. This beer was pulled from its lagering phase earlier than normal in the Kellerbier
style, and offered fresh and unfiltered or fined. As a result, we taste herbal lemon, and a bright
earthy hay minerality lending to complete drinkability..

IPA | PA | 6% | 16oz | $6
Very juicy IPA. It's got a big aroma, moderately bitter, and is earthy with notes of stone fruit,
berry, & citrus. Brewed with Simcoe, Cascade and Mosaic hops.

Some selections will NOT be discounted by
Happy Hour pricing

QUIZZO is back! Every Thursday @7:30pm!

